
Introduction to Cognitive Science

Lecture IX:

How the brain was discovered



Phrenology
The central issue: whether the whole brain working in concert or

parts of the brain working independently enable mind

l Phrenology (F.J. Gall, J.G. Spurzheim) – the brain is organized

around some 35 specific functions (e.g. language, color

perception, hope, self-esteem)

l The capacities were thought to be supported by specific brain
regions

l If a person used one of the faculties with greater frequency, the 

part of the brain representing the function grew...

l … that would cause a bump in the overlying skull

l Anatomical personology – an analysis of the skull could allow

describing the personality of the brain owner



Phrenological brain



Holistic approach
Gall's approach: localizationist view, vs.:

P. Flourens denied that specific processes were localized within
circumscribed brain regions

l Research on birds: lesions in particular areas of the brain did not 
cause certain deficits in behavior, in consequence:

l The whole brain participates in behavior (the aggregate field
view)

l „all sensations, all perceptions and all volitions occupy the same 
seat in these (cerebral) organs”



Back to location
J.H. Jackson – observations on the behavior of persons with brain

damage (esp. epileptic patients)

l Topographic organization in the cerebral cortex: a map of the 
body is represented in a particular cortical area

l Lesions on the right side of the brain affect visual-spatial processes
more than do lesions on the left side

l It is rare for a patient to totally lose a function

l Many regions of the brain contibute to a given behavior

l One has to distinguish between evidence for localization of 
symptoms and the idea of localization of a function

l Behaviors are constellations of independent activities, not a single 
whole unit.



Back to location



Back to location
P. Broca – the patient after the stroke that could understand

language but could not speak (except the sound „tan”) (1861)

C. Wernicke – reported a stoke victim who could talk quite freely, 
but what he said made little sense; he could not understand
spoken or written language

l Conclusion: focal desease causes specific deficits

G. Fritsch, E. Hitzig – electrical stimulation of discrete parts of a dog 
brain produced characteristic movements on the dog – this led to 
a closer analysis of the cerebral cortex and its cellular organization

K. Brodmann (1909) analyzed the cellular organization of the cortex
and characterized 52 regions



Back to location
Brodmann’s division (right)

Broca’s area (bottom)



On cells and functions
l He used tissue stains, which permitted to visualize the different

cell types

l Cytoarchitectonics – cellular architecture

l The Brodmann's division: based on the differences between cells, 
but...

l … (to a large extent) it turned out that various
cytoarchitectonically brain areas do indeed represent functionally
distinct brain regions

Two more (crucial for CN) discoveries:

C. Golgi developed a stain that impregnated individual neurons with 
silver – it allowed for a full visualization of single neurons.



The neuron doctrine
l Despite the discovery, Golgi believed that the whole brain was a 

syncytium – a continuous mass of tissue that shares a common
cytoplasm

Ramon y Cajal – using Golgi's method - found out that the neurons
were discrete entities.

l Was not only the first to identify the unitary nature of neurons, 
but  also...

l … that the transmission of information occurs only in one 
direction: from the dendrites down to the axonal tip.



2 approaches
i. The importance of single neurons: 

l Knowing all elements of the system, we can figure out the system

l Our task: to figure out how the neurons work and describe the 
laws and principles of their interaction

ii. The importance of larger areas with the commitment to the 
belief in holistic processes

Broca – the importance of localized function;

Marie – variation in human brain (but: shifted underlying structure)



Back to holism
C. von Monakov – the concept of diaschisis: the damage to one part 

of the brain can create problems for another

H. Head – brain is a dynamic system, interconnected and mutable.

The behavior resulting from a lesion was due to the whole system
being out of whack, i.e:

l The lesioned brain is a new system (not an old one with with one 
part missing)

K. Lashley: reaearch on rat's behavior, in particular maze-learning 
task (involving many areas of the brain, e.g. visual and 
proprioceptive systems)

l Only large lesions including all modalities cause deficits



A summary of the debate
S. Kosslyn:

The mistake of early localizationists is that they tried to map behaviors
and perceptions into single locations in cortex. Any particular
behavior or perception is produced by many areas, located in various
parts of the brain. Thus, the key […] is to realize that complex
functions are accomplished by a host of underlying processes. Any
given complex ability, then, is not accomplished by a single part of 
the brain. So in this sense the globalists were right. However the 
simple processes that are recruited to exercise such abilities are
localized. So in this sense, the localizationists were right.



Cellular basis of cognition
A reductionist approach – the hope of understanding the whole by 

first identifying the parts

Cajal's observations:

l Although neurons are close to each other, they are separated by 
small gaps

l Connectional specifity: cells are separate because cytoplasms of 
neurons are not in contact; the connections between neurons
form specific pathways

l Dynamic polarization: some parts of neurons are specialized for 
taking information in, while others are specialized for sending it
out

l 2 kind of cells: neurons and glial cells



The structure of neurons
Distinguished by: form, function, location, interconnectivity

The principle of functioning: taking information in, deciding
according to some simple rules about the information and passing
it along to other neurons

l A cell body (soma) that contains metabolic machinery that
maintains the neuron

l Dendrites: treelike processes that receive inputs from other
neurons at locations called synapses (postsynaptic structures)

l Axons (presynaptic): represent the output side of the neuron, 
down which electrical signals can travel to the axon terminals

l Neurons signal electrically, but at synapses the signal between
neurons is usually mediated by chemical transmission



The structure of neurons



Basic types of neurons
Unipolar – one process extending away from 

the cell body (invertebrate nervous system)

Bipolar – two processes (one axon, one 
dendrite), participate in sensory processes
(e.g. cells of the retina)

Pseudounipolar – bipolar with fused dendrites
and axon; somatosensory cells that convey
information from receptors in joints, muscles
and skin into the CNS 

Multipolar – few or many dendrites and one 
axon; e.g. spinal motor neurons, cortical
sensory neurons



Glial cells
… or neuroglial or glia, „nerve glue”

Central nervous system (CNS):

Astrocytes – large cells that surround neurons
and come in  close contact with vasculature, 
create BBB (brain-blood barrier)

Microglia– have a role to play once the tissue is
damaged; they also serve a phagotic role

Oligodendrocytes – act to produce myelin
(CNS)

Schwann cells – myelination of axons in PNS


